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ON EXPANSIONS OF THE REAL FIELD BY COMPLEX
SUBGROUPS
ERIN CAULFIELD
Abstract. We construct a class of finite rank multiplicative subgroups of the
complex numbers such that the expansion of the real field by such a group is
model-theoretically well-behaved. As an application we show that a classifi-
cation of expansions of the real field by cyclic multiplicative subgroups of the
complex numbers due to Hieronymi does not even extend to expansions by
subgroups with two generators.
1. Introduction
Let R := (R, <,+, ·) be the real field. This paper contributes to the classification
of expansions of R by finite rank multiplicative subgroups S of complex numbers.
Here we identify C with R2 as usual and consider expansions of R by a binary
predicate for the multiplicative subgroup. This is not the first time such structures
have been studied. Belegradek and Zilber [1] and independently Gu¨naydın [8]
initiated the study of such expansions by fully determining the model theory of
such expansions when S is a finite rank subgroup of the unit circle S1. Using this
work Hieronymi [10] established that if S is a cyclic subgroup of C (not necessarily
a subgroup of S1), then exactly one of the following statements holds:
(i) (R, S) defines Z,
(ii) (R, S) is d-minimal, or
(iii) every open definable set in (R, S) is semialgebraic.
An ordered structure R is d-minimal if for every M ≡ R, every subset of M is
a disjoint union of open intervals and finitely many discrete sets. More is known:
By Theorem 1.3 in Gu¨naydın and Hieronymi [9] every finite rank subgroup of
S1 satisfies (iii), and therefore this classification can be extended to include such
groups. This leads naturally to the question whether this holds true for arbitrary
finite rank subgroups. The main result of this paper is a negative answer to this
question.
Theorem A. Let Γ be a finite rank subgroup of S1 which is dense in S1, let ∆ = εZ
for ε ∈ R>0, and set S = Γ∆. Then every subset of Rm definable in (R, S) is a
Boolean combination of sets of the form
{x ∈ Rm : ∃y ∈ Sn s.t. (x, y) ∈ W}
for some semialgebraic set W ⊆ Rm+2n. Moreover, every open definable set in
(R, S) is definable in (R,∆).
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It is not hard to see that (R, S) does not satisfy any of (i)-(iii). First note that
(R, S) defines both Γ and ∆. If (R, S) defines Z, then by [11, (37.6)], (R, S) defines
every projective subset of R. However, it can be checked that (R, S) does not define
every projective subset of R. For example, if S is countable, then every subset of R
which is definable in (R, S) is a Boolean combination of Fσ sets by A. The projec-
tion of S onto the real line is a definable set that is dense and codense, so (R, S) is
not d-minimal. Lastly, the complement of ∆ in the real line is open and definable
in (R, S), but is not semialgebraic. By picking Γ to be the group generated by
eipiϕ for some irrational ϕ ∈ R>0, we see that the above classification fails even for
multiplicative subgroups generated by two elements.
The fact that the sets definable in (R, S) have the form given in Theorem A is
proved in Section 5.4. We call this property quantifier reduction. The fact that
every open definable set in (R, S) is definable in (R,∆) is proved in Section 6. In
addition to Theorem A we will also give an axiomatization for such structures in
Section 4. Let Γ be a dense subgroup of S1, let ∆ = εZ for some ε ∈ R>0, and set
S = Γ∆. Since both Γ and ∆ are definable in (R, S), we will consider the structure
(R,Γ,∆) instead. We further expand this structure by constant symbols for each
element in Re(Γ) ∪ Im(Γ) and ∆.
Theorem B. Let K be a real closed field. Let G be a dense subgroup of S1(K)
and let γ 7→ γ′ : Γ → G be a group homomorphism. For γ ∈ Γ with γ = (α, β),
let α′ and β′ be such that γ′ = (α′, β′). Let A be a subgroup of K>0 with a group
homomorphism δ 7→ δ′ : ∆→ A such that
(i) ε′ is the smallest element of A greater than 1, and
(ii) for every k ∈ K>0, there is a ∈ A such that a ≤ k < aε′.
Then
(K,G,A, (δ′)δ∈∆, (γ
′)γ∈Γ) ≡ (R,Γ,∆, (δ)δ∈∆, (γ)γ∈Γ)
if and only if:
(1) for every γ ∈ Γ and n ∈ Z>0, γ is an nth power in Γ if and only if γ′ is an
nth power in G;
(2) for all primes p, [p]Γ = [p]G;
(3) for all n ∈ Z>0, all polynomials Q(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Z[x1, . . . , xn], and all
tuples (γ1δ1, . . . , γnδn) of elements of Γ∆,
Q(Re(γ1δ1), . . . ,Re(γnδn)) > 0 if and only if Q(Re(γ
′
1δ
′
1), . . . ,Re(γ
′
nδ
′
n)) > 0;
(4) (K,GA, (γ′δ′)γ∈Γ,δ∈∆) satisfies the Mann axioms for Γ∆;
(5) all torsion points of G are in Γ.
The notation [p]Γ is defined in Section 2.1. The statement of the Mann axioms
is too technical for the introduction and we postpone it until Section 3.1. A few
comments about the methods used in this paper and their origins are in order. In [8,
Chapter 6] an axiomatization for expansions (R,Λ,∆) of R by a dense multiplicative
subgroup Λ of R>0 and a discrete multiplicative subgroup of ∆ of R>0 is presented.
The methods used there can be adjusted to work when Λ is replaced by a subgroup
Γ of S1. This allows us to prove Theorem B in Section 4. We then use a back-and-
forth system constructed in the proof of Theorem B to prove Theorem A. For this
second step, we can not follow [8], because no quantifier reduction statement along
the lines of Theorem A was established there. However, it is not hard to check that
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the method we use here can be transferred to structures considered in [8] to give
quantifier elimination statements comparable to Theorem A.
2. Prerequisites
Throughout, let V be a unary predicate and P a binary predicate. Let Lor :=
{+, ·,−, 0, 1, <} denote the language of ordered rings. Let Lom := {·, 1, <} de-
note the language of ordered monoids. By “definable”, we mean “definable with
parameters” unless stated otherwise.
For a real closed field K, let S1(K) := {(x, y) ∈ K2 : x2 + y2 = 1}. Throughout,
we will identify K(i) with K2 in the same way that we identify C with R2. Let
Re : K2 → K denote the usual “real part” function and let Im : K2 → K denote the
usual “imaginary part” function. That is, Re is projection onto the first coordinate
and Im is projection onto the second coordinate.
For a language L and set S, by L(S) we mean the language consisting of L
together with constants for each element of the set S. If S is a subset of C, then
by L(S) we mean L(Re(S), Im(S)) unless specified otherwise. We denote the real
closure of a field F by F rc. Let K ′ be a subfield of a real closed field K and
S ⊆ K(i). When we write K ′(S)rc, we mean K ′(Re(S), Im(S))rc.
Throughout, unless specified otherwise, d, m, and n will range over positive
natural numbers.
2.1. Abelian groups. Let A be a multiplicatively written abelian group.
(1) Let A[n] = {an : a ∈ A}.
(2) Let Ator = {a ∈ A : an = 1 for some n ≥ 1}, the torsion subgroup of A.
(3) Let [d]A be equal to
∣∣A/A[d]∣∣ if A/A[d] is finite, and ∞ otherwise.
Let B be a subgroup of A. We say that B is pure in A, or that B is a pure
subgroup of A, if B ∩ A[m] = B[m] for all m ≥ 1. That is, an element in B has an
mth root in A if and only if it has an mth root in B.
Let B ⊆ A be a subgroup and let S ⊆ A. We define B〈S〉A to be the subgroup
of A given by
B〈S〉A :=
{
a ∈ A : an = a′sk11 . . . s
km
m , a
′ ∈ B, s1, . . . , sm ∈ S, k1, . . . , km ∈ Z,
m ≥ 0, n > 0} .
If S = {a} for some a ∈ A\B, we write B〈a〉A instead of B〈S〉A. Note that B〈S〉A
is a pure subgroup of A. Also note that
B〈a1, . . . , an〉A = (. . . (B〈a1〉A)〈a2〉A) . . .)〈an〉A
for a1, . . . , an ∈ A.
2.2. Fields. Let E and F be field extensions of a field k, where E,F are subfields of
a fieldK. We say that E and F are free over k if any set S ⊆ E which is algebraically
independent over k is also algebraically independent over F . Equivalently, E and F
are free over k if any S ⊆ E which is algebraically dependent over F is algebraically
dependent over k.
The next fact follows from Proposition 12 in Section 14, Chapter V of [2].
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Fact 2.1. Let E and F be field extensions of a field k, where E,F are subfields of
a field K. Then E and F are free over k if and only if there exists a transcendence
basis of E over k which is algebraically independent over F .
The next fact follows easily from the definition of freeness. This fact is also part
of Exercise 14 in Section 14, Chapter V in [2].
Fact 2.2. Let E,F,G be three extensions of a field k contained in a field K such
that F ⊆ G. If E and F are free over k and E(F ) and G are free over F , then E
and G are free over k.
2.3. The Archimedean valuation. Let K be an ordered field and let K× denote
the nonzero elements of K. For k ∈ K, let |k| := max{k,−k}. We define an
equivalence relation ∼ on K× by setting x ∼ y (for x, y ∈ K×) if and only if there
is n ≥ 1 (n ∈ N) such that
1
n
<
∣∣∣ y
x
∣∣∣ < n.
Here n denotes 1 + 1+ . . .+1, n times, and 1/n denotes its inverse. We say that a
positive element k ∈ K is finite if there is some n ∈ N such that k < n.
It it is easy to see that ∼ is an equivalence relation. Denote the natural quo-
tient map from K× to K×/∼ by v. For x, y ∈ K×, we define an operation
+ : v(K×) × v(K×) → v(K×) by v(x) + v(y) := v(xy). For x, y ∈ K×, we
define an ordering on v(K×) by taking v(x) > v(y) if and only if
∣∣∣xy ∣∣∣ < 1n for
all n ≥ 1. It can be shown that these definitions do not depend on our choice
of representative, and (K×/∼,+,<) is an ordered abelian group. With these def-
initions, the map v is a valuation on K. We call v the Archimedean valuation on K.
Let
R = {x ∈ K : |x| < n for some n ≥ 1}.
Note that R is a convex subring of K, and the maximal ideal of R is the set
{x ∈ K : |x| < 1n for all n ≥ 1}. Thus, R is a valuation ring of K, and the
Archimedean valuation v is the associated valuation on K.
If K is a real closed field, then we consider v(K×) as a Q-vector space as follows.
We define scalar multiplication on v(K×) by q · v(a) = v(|a|q) for a ∈ K× and
q ∈ Q. It can be shown that these addition and scalar multiplication operations
are well-defined by definition of v. Moreover, these operations make v(K×) into a
Q-vector space. Throughout, when we refer to a valuation v on an ordered field K,
v is the Archimedean valuation on K. The following theorem is Corollary 5.6 in
van den Dries [5], translated to fit our situation. We call this theorem the valuation
inequality.
Theorem 2.3 (Valuation inequality). Let K be a real closed field and let K ′ be a
real closed subfield of K. Let a ∈ K, and let V = v(K ′(a)rc), W = v(K ′). As a
Q-vector space, we have dim(V/W ) ≤ 1.
2.4. Regularly discrete groups. If A is an ordered abelian group, we say that
S ⊆ A is convex if for all a, b ∈ S and all x ∈ A such that a < x < b, we have
x ∈ S.
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Definition 2.4. An ordered abelian group A with a smallest element larger than
1 is said to be regularly discrete if for all n ≥ 1 and every infinite convex set S ⊆ A,
S ∩ A[n] 6= ∅.
It can be shown that if A is a multiplicative subgroup of a real closed field K
with a smallest element larger than 1, then A is regularly discrete. The following
lemma follows from the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Zakon [14].
Lemma 2.5. Let A be an ordered abelian group with a smallest element larger than
1, denoted ε. The following are equivalent:
(1) A is regularly discrete;
(2) for all n ≥ 1, A/A[n] = {εA[n], ε2A[n], . . . , εnA[n]}.
In particular, an ordered abelian group A with a smallest element larger than 1
is regularly discrete if and only if [n]A = n for all n ≥ 1.
It is easy to see that A is regularly discrete if and only if for all n ≥ 1 and all
a, b ∈ A such that (a, b) has at least n elements, A[n] ∩ (a, b) 6= ∅.
2.5. Discrete multiplicative subgroups. Let K be a real closed field and A ⊆
K>0 be a subgroup ofK× with a smallest element larger than 1, ε. Suppose that for
every k ∈ K>0, there is a ∈ A such that a ≤ k < aε. Define a function λ : K → A
by
λ(k) =
{
0, k ≤ 0
a, k > 0 and a ≤ k < aε
It is easy to see that for k ∈ K>0, there is exactly one element a ∈ A such that
a ≤ k < aε. Therefore, λ is well-defined.
Lemma 2.6. For k1, k2 ∈ K>0, λ(k1k2) = λ(k1)λ(k2) or λ(k1k2) = λ(k1)λ(k2)ε.
In general, for k1, . . . , kn ∈ K>0, λ(k1 . . . kn) = λ(k1) . . . λ(kn)εj for some j ∈
{0, . . . , n− 1}.
Proof. Let a1 = λ(k1), a2 = λ(k2). Note that in particular, a1, a2 > 0. We
have a1a2 ≤ k1k2 < a1εa2ε = a1a2ε2. Moreover, a1a2 < a1a2ε < a1a2ε2, so by
definition of λ, we must have λ(k1k2) = a1a2 or λ(k1k2) = a1a2ε. The proof of the
last statement is similar. 
2.6. Oriented abelian groups. Oriented groups were introduced by Gu¨naydın in
[8]. We refer the reader to Section 8.1 of [8] for the precise definition of an oriented
group G with orientation O.
Let Lorm be the language of oriented monoids; that is, Lorm = {O, 1, ·}, where O
is a ternary relation. Let K be a real closed field and G a multiplicative subgroup of
S1(K) ⊆ K2. Thus, the identity of G is the element (1, 0) of K2 and multiplication
on G is defined by
(x1, y1) · (x2, y2) = (x1x2 − y1y2, x1y2 + y1x2).
where multiplication and addition in the components on the right side are per-
formed in K. We can make G into an oriented subgroup by taking the orientation
O on G to be the one inherited from S1(K). Thus, O is defined by the quantifier
free Lor-formula ϕ(x1, y1, x2, y2, x3, y3) discussed in the example in Section 8.1 of
[8]. We say that G is dense in S1(K) if for all a, b ∈ S1(K) such that O(1, a, b)
holds, there is g ∈ G with O(a, g, b). Note that such a G is also regularly dense in
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S1(K), that is for all a, b ∈ S1(K) such that O(1, a, b) holds and for all n ≥ 1, there
is g ∈ G with O(a, gn, b).
Let Γ ⊆ G be an infinite subgroup. Let x = (x1, . . . , xn) be a tuple of n
variables, and let z = ((z11, z12), . . . , (zn1, zn2)) be a tuple of n pairs of variables.
Let φ(x) be an Lorm(Γ)-formula. From the definition of multiplication, orientation,
and identity in G, we see that there is an Lor(Γ)-formula ψφ(z) such that for all
(a1, . . . , an) ∈ Gn (with ai = (ai1, ai2) for some ai1, ai2 ∈ K),
(G,O, 1, ·) |= φ(a1, . . . , an) if and only if
(K,<,+,−, 0, 1, ·) |= ψφ((a11, a12), . . . , (an1, an2)).
In particular, all quantifiers that appear in ψφ must appear in pairs of ∃ or ∀, and
there must be an even number of free variables in ψφ.
Let Σorm(Γ) := {ψφ : φ an Lorm(Γ)-formula}. Note that Σorm(Γ) is closed under
conjunctions and disjunctions of formulas, negation, and quantification over a pair
of variables.
Definition 2.7. Let P be a binary predicate. The P -restriction θP of θ ∈ Σorm(Γ)
is defined recursively in analogy with the U -restriction defined on page 10 of [8]. In
the following, θ, θ′, and θ′′ are formulas in Σorm(Γ).
• If θ is an atomic Lor(Γ)-formula, then θP := θ;
• if θ = ¬θ′, then θP := ¬θ′P ;
• if θ = θ′ ∧ θ′′, then θP := θ′P ∧ θ
′′
P ;
• if θ = θ′ ∨ θ′′, then θP := θ
′
P ∨ θ
′′
P ;
• if θ = ∃x1∃y1θ′, then θP := ∃x1∃y1(P (x1, y1) ∧ θ′P );
• if θ = ∀x1∀y1θ′, then θP := ∀x1∀y1(P (x1, y1)→ θ′P ).
The following lemma is proved in Section 8.1.2 of [8]. We will use this lemma in
the proof of Theorem B and to prove quantifier elimination in Section 5.3.
Lemma 2.8. Let A and B be regularly dense oriented abelian groups such that
[p]A = [p]B for every prime p. Let A′ and B′ be pure subgroups of A and B
respectively such that A′
tor
= Ator and B
′
tor
= Btor. Let f : A
′ → B′ be an
oriented abelian group isomorphism. Suppose that B is κ-saturated, where κ > |B′|
is uncountable, and let a ∈ A \ A′. There is b ∈ B such that there is an oriented
group isomorphism A′〈a〉A → B′〈b〉B extending f which takes a to b.
3. An Axiomatization
For the rest of this paper, we will fix a finite rank multiplicative subgroup Γ of
S1 and a multiplicative subgroup ∆ of R>0 of the form εZ for some ε > 1 in R.
Definition 3.1. Let K be a field and G a multiplicative subgroup of K. For
a1, . . . , an ∈ Q (n ≥ 1), a nondegenerate solution in G to the equation
a1x1 + . . .+ anxn = 1 (1)
is a tuple (g1, . . . , gn) ∈ Gn such that
a1g1 + . . .+ angn = 1
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and
∑
i∈I aigi 6= 0 for each nonempty subset I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}. We say that G has
the Mann property if every equation of the form Eq. (1) has only finitely many
nondegenerate solutions in G.
Every finite rank multiplicative subgroup of a field of characteristic 0 has the
Mann property. This follows directly from Theorem 1.1 of Evertse, Schlickewei,
and Schmidt [7]. In particular, since Γ∆ is a finite rank multiplicative subgroup of
C, Γ∆ has the Mann property. Note that by [1, Proposition 1.1], [n]Γ is finite for
each n ≥ 1.
In this section, we give an axiomatization for a theory T and deduce some first
consequences of this theory.
3.1. Orientation axioms and Mann axioms. We now define two important sets
of axioms: orientation axioms and Mann axioms.
Given any polynomialQ(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Z[x1, . . . , xn] and tuple γδ := (γ1δ1, . . . , γnδn)
of elements of Γ∆, we say the ordering axiom for γδ and Q is the sentence
Q(Re(γ1δ1), . . . ,Re(γnδn)) > 0
if this holds in R, and otherwise it is the sentence
Q(Re(γ1δ1), . . . ,Re(γnδn)) ≤ 0.
The orientation axioms of Γ∆ is the collection of these sentences for each n, each
polynomial Q ∈ Z[x1, . . . , xn] and tuple γδ.
For every linear equation
a1x1 + . . .+ anxn = 1, (n ≥ 1, a1, . . . , an ∈ Q
×)
take the finite list of its nondegenerate solutions in Γ∆, say
γ1δ1 = (γ11δ11, . . . , γ1nδ1n), . . . , γkδk = (γk1δk1, . . . , γknδkn).
For n-tuples y = (y1, . . . , yn) and z = (z1, . . . , zn) and δ ∈ ∆ let P (δ−1y, δ−1z)
abbreviate
P (δ−1y1, δ
−1z1) ∧ . . . ∧ P (δ
−1yn, δ
−1zn)
and let (y, z) = γjδj abbreviate
y1 = Re(γj1δj1) ∧ . . . ∧ yn = Re(γjnδjn)
∧z1 = Im(γj1δj1) ∧ . . . ∧ zn = Im(γjnδjn).
Let the Mann axiom of Γ∆ corresponding to the equation a1x1 + . . .+ anxn = 1
be the sentence
∀y∀z
[
∀b
(
V (b) ∧ P (by, bz) ∧
n∑
i=1
aiyi = 1 ∧
n∑
i=1
aizi = 0∧
∧
I
(
∑
i∈I
aiyi 6= 0 ∨
∑
i∈I
aizi 6= 0)
)
→
k∨
j=1
(y, z) = γjδj

 .
Here the conjunction
∧
I is taken over all nonempty proper subsets I of {1, . . . , n}.
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LetK be a real closed field. Suppose the predicate P is interpreted as a subgroup
G ⊆ S1(K) and the predicate V is interpreted as a subgroup A ⊆ K>0. In this
setting, the Mann axiom of Γ∆ corresponding to the equation
a1x1 + . . .+ anxn = 1
can be interpreted as follows. Let γ1δ1, . . . , γnδn be the solutions to this equation
in Γ∆. Suppose we have (y1, z1), . . . , (yn, zn) ∈ GA such that
a1(y1 + iz1) + . . .+ an(yn + izn) = 1.
In particular, we must have
∑n
i=1 aizi = 0 and
∑n
i=1 aiyi = 1. Suppose also that
for all proper subsets I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, we have
∑
i∈I aiyi 6= 0 and
∑
i∈I aizi 6= 0.
That is, ((y1, z1), . . . , (yn, zn)) is a nondegenerate solution of Eq. (1). Then letting
y = (y1, . . . , yn) and z = (z1, . . . , zn), we must have (y, z) = γjδj in the sense
defined in above.
3.2. The theory T . We now state the axioms for our theory.
Let Lor(P, V,Γ,∆) denote the language consisting of the language of ordered
rings together with a binary predicate symbol P , unary predicate symbol V , and
constants for each element of Re(Γ) ∪ Im(Γ) ∪∆. For γ ∈ Γ with γ = (α, β), let
γ′ := (α′, β′). Although Lor(P, V,Γ,∆)-structures have constants for each element
of Re(Γ) ∪ Im(Γ) ∪∆, we will write Lor(P, V,Γ,∆)-structures in the form
(K,G,A, (γ′)γ∈Γ, (δ
′)δ∈∆)
for convenience.
Definition 3.2. Let T be the Lor(P, V,Γ,∆)-theory whose models have the form
(K,G,A, (γ′)γ∈Γ, (δ
′)δ∈∆)
such that:
(1) K is a real closed field
(2) A is a subgroup of K>0 such that ε′ is the smallest element of A larger
than 1
(3) G is a dense subgroup of S1(K)
(4) for all k ∈ K>0, there is a ∈ A such that a ≤ k < aε
(5) δ 7→ δ′ : ∆→ A and γ 7→ γ′: Γ→ G are group homomorphisms
(6) (K, (γ′δ′)γ∈Γ,δ∈∆) satisfies the orientation axioms for Γ∆.
(7) (K,GA, (γ′δ′)γ∈Γ,δ∈∆) satisfies the Mann axioms for Γ∆, P
(8) Gtor = Γtor
Since A is a multiplicative subgroup of the real closed field K with a smallest
element larger than 1, in particular, A is regularly discrete. By Lemma 2.5, for
each n > 0 and each a ∈ A, there is i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that a is congruent to (ε′)i
modulo A[n].
For convenience, we will identify the subgroup Γ′ of K2 with Γ and the subgroup
∆′ of K with ∆. Thus, we will write γ rather than γ′ and δ rather than δ′.
3.3. Consequences of T . Throughout this section, letM := (K,G,A, (γ)γ∈Γ, (δ)δ∈∆)
be a model of T . In this subsection we derive some consequences of T . We begin
by noting that since (K, (γδ)γ∈Γ,δ∈∆) satisfies the orientation axioms for Γ∆, ε is
finite.
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Lemma 3.3. For all finite x ∈ K>0, there is l ∈ Z such that εl ≤ x < εl+1.
Therefore, for each finite x ∈ K>0, λ(x) = εl for some l ∈ Z.
Proof. First note that εZ is cofinal in the set of finite elements of K. This is because
εZ is cofinal in N ⊆ R, and (K, (γδ)γ∈Γ,δ∈∆) satisfies the orientation axioms for Γ∆
by assumption. If y ∈ K>0 is finite and y > 1, let l be the smallest natural number
such that y < εl+1. If 0 < y ≤ 1, let m be the smallest natural number such that
y < ε−m+1, and then take l = −m. 
Lemma 3.4. Let K ′ = Q(Re(Γ∆))rc. Then λ((K ′)>0) = ∆.
Proof. It follows from the orientation axioms that every positive element of K ′ is
finite. By Lemma 3.3, λ((K ′)>0) = ∆. 
Lemma 3.5. ∆ is a pure subgroup of A.
Proof. Let a ∈ A be such that an ∈ ∆ for some n > 0. Since an ∈ ∆, there is l ∈ Z
such that an = εl. If a ≥ 1, then since A ⊆ K>0, we have 0 < a ≤ an = εl. In
particular, a is finite. If 0 < a < 1, then clearly a is finite.
Suppose for a contradiction that a /∈ ∆. Then since a is finite, by Lemma 3.3,
there is k ∈ Z such that εk < a < εk+1. But then 1 < aε−k < ε, contradicting
our assumption that ε is the smallest element of A larger than 1. So we must have
a ∈ ∆. 
We will use the following lemma repeatedly in our arguments.
Lemma 3.6 (Fundamental Lemma). Let K ′ be a subfield of K which contains ∆
and is closed under λ. Let a ∈ K. Then either λ(K ′(a)rc) = λ(K ′) or there is an
Lor(K ′)-definable function f such that λ((K ′(a)rc)>0) = λ((K ′)>0)〈λ(f(a))〉A. If
a ∈ A, then we may take f = id in the second case.
Proof. Note that since K ′ is closed under λ, we have λ((K ′)>0) = K ′ ∩ A. Let
A′ = K ′ ∩ A. We will consider two cases.
Case 1. For all x ∈ (K ′(a)rc)×, v(x) ∈ v(K ′).
We will show that λ(K ′(a)rc) = λ(K ′). In this case, let x ∈ (K ′(a)rc)>0. By
assumption, there is y ∈ K ′ such that v(x) = v(y). Note that by definition of λ,
for any k ∈ K>0, λ(k) ≤ k < λ(k)ε; therefore, v(x) = v(λ(x)) and v(y) = v(λ(y)).
Since we assume that v(x) = v(y), λ(x)λ(y) is finite. Therefore, we must actually have
λ(x)
λ(y) = ε
l for some l ∈ Z by Lemma 3.3. Since λ(x), λ(y) ∈ A, λ(λ(x)λ(y)−1) =
λ(x)λ(y)−1. By our assumption that K ′ is closed under λ and contains ∆, we have
λ(y)εl ∈ A′. Therefore, λ(x) ∈ A′. This proves that λ(K ′(a)rc)) ⊆ λ(K ′). The
other inclusion is clear, so in this case, we have λ(K ′(a)rc) = λ(K ′).
Note that we have actually proved that if v((K ′(a)rc)×) = v((K ′)×), then
λ(K ′(a)rc) = λ(K ′).
Case 2. There is z ∈ K ′(a)rc such that v(z) /∈ v(K ′).
We want to show that λ((K ′)>0)〈λ(f(a))〉A = λ((K ′(a)rc)>0). Since z ∈ K ′(a)rc,
there is an Lor(K ′)-definable function f such that z = f(a). Let x ∈ (K ′(a)rc)>0.
By the valuation inequality, v(x) = v(k)+ q(v(z)) for some k ∈ K ′, q ∈ Q. So there
is N ∈ N such that 1N <
x
kzq < N . Since v(k) = v(λ(k)) and since K
′ is closed
under λ, we have 1N <
x
λ(k)zq < N . Let q = p1/p2, where p2 > 0 and p1, p2 ∈ Z.
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Then 1Np2 <
xp2
λ(k)p2 zp1 < N
p2 , so there is M ∈ N such that 1M <
λ(x)p2
λ(k)p2λ(z)p1 <
M . Since λ(x)
p2
λ(k)p2λ(z)p1 ∈ A and this element is finite, there is l ∈ Z such that
λ(x)p2
λ(k)p2λ(z)p1 = ε
l. By definition of A′〈λ(z)〉A, we have λ(x) ∈ A
′〈λ(z)〉A. Therefore,
λ(x) ∈ A′〈λ(f(a))〉A = λ((K
′)>0)〈λ(f(a))〉A.
Now let x ∈ λ((K ′)>0)〈λ(f(a))〉A. We want to show that x ∈ λ((K ′(a)rc)>0).
By definition of λ((K ′)>0)〈λ(f(a))〉A and our assumption that λ((K ′)>0) = A′,
there are a′ ∈ A′, d > 0, and l ∈ Z such that x = (a′λ(f(a))l)1/d. Since
v(f(a)) = v(λ(f(a))), we have v(f(a)l) = v(λ(f(a))l). Therefore, there is N1 ∈ N
such that 1N1 <
(a′f(a)l)1/d
(a′λ(f(a))l)1/d
< N1. That is,
1
N1
< (a
′f(a)l)1/d
x < N1. More-
over, v((a′f(a)l)1/d) = v(λ((a′f(a)l)1/d)), so there is N2 ∈ N such that
1
N2
<
λ((a′f(a)l)1/d)
x < N2. By Lemma 3.3, there is j ∈ Z such that x = ε
jλ((a′f(a)l)1/d).
Since λ(εj) = εj, by Lemma 2.6, we have x ∈ λ((K ′(a)rc)>0). Therefore, in this
case, we have λ((K ′)>0)〈λ(f(a))〉A = λ((K ′(a)rc)>0).
We now prove the last statement in the lemma. Suppose a ∈ A. We have two
cases: v(a) ∈ v(K ′) and v(a) /∈ v(K ′). In the first case, there is k ∈ K ′ such
that v(k) = v(a). We may assume that k > 0 in K ′. Since v(k) = v(a) and
v(k) = v(λ(k)), there is n ∈ N such that 1n <
a
λ(k) < n. Since
a
λ(k) is finite, there is
l ∈ Z such that aλ(k) = ε
l. So a = εlλ(k), and since K ′ is closed under λ, a ∈ K ′.
In this case, we have K ′(a)rc = K ′, so λ(K ′(a)rc) = λ(K ′). In the second case, let
x ∈ (K ′(a)rc)>0. Again using the valuation inequality, there are k ∈ K ′, N ∈ N,
and q ∈ Q such that 1N <
x
kaq < N . By assumption, a ∈ A. Therefore, a similar
calculation as in Case 2 above shows that λ(x) ∈ A′〈a〉A. Since a ∈ A, λ(a) = a, so
we have λ((K ′(a)rc)>0) ⊆ λ((K ′)>0)〈λ(a)〉A. The other inclusion is similar to the
second part of Case 2 above. 
We will also use the following lemma to prove density of certain subsets of K
when K is equipped with the order topology.
Lemma 3.7. Let M |= T . Let f1, . . . , fn : (GA)m → K be functions (n,m ≥ 1)
which are definable in the language Lor(K). Then K \
⋃n
j=1 fj((GA)
m) is dense in
K.
Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 2.10 in [9] once we show that GA is
small in K. Since M |= T , GA has the Mann property. Therefore, by Proposition
1.1 in van den Dries and Gu¨naydın [6] and Proposition 2.9 in [9], GA is small in
K(i). By Lemma 2.8 in [9], GA is small in K. 
3.4. Substructures of models of T . Let M := (K,G,A, (γ)γ∈Γ, (δ)δ∈∆) be a
model of T . Let κ be an infinite cardinal such that κ > |Γ∆|.
Note that we can consider A as a subgroup of K(i)× by identifying the element
a of A with the element a+0i of K(i). Letting 1 denote the identity of G, we have
G ∩ A = {1} when A is considered as a subgroup of K(i)×.
Definition 3.8. Let Sub(K,G,A) be the collection of Lor(P, V )-structures (K
′, G′, A′)
such that:
(1) K ′ is a real closed subfield of K of cardinality less than κ
(2) G′ is a pure subgroup of G containing Γ
(3) A′ is a pure subgroup of A containing ∆
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(4) K ′(i) and Q(GA) are free over Q(G′A′)
(5) For all k ∈ (K ′)>0, there is a ∈ A′ such that a ≤ k < aε.
Note that in particular, we require that G′ ⊆ K ′(i) and A′ ⊆ K ′.
Lemma 3.9. If (K ′, G′, A′) satisfies conditions (1)-(4) in Definition 3.8, then
(K ′, G′, A′) is indeed a substructure of (K,G,A). Moreover, if (K ′, G′, A′) satisfies
conditions (1)-(4) in Definition 3.8, then satisfying condition (5) is equivalent to
K ′ being closed under λ.
Proof of Lemma 3.9. Suppose (K ′, G′, A′) satisfies conditions (1)-(4). We want to
show that G∩K ′(i) = G′ and A∩K ′ = A′. Since G′ is a subgroup of G, it is clear
that G′ ⊆ G∩K ′(i). Now let g ∈ K ′(i)∩G. Then in particular, g is algebraic over
Q(G), so g is algebraic over Q(GA). By condition (4) in Definition 3.8, K ′(i) and
Q(GA) are free over Q(G′A′), so g is algebraic over Q(G′A′). Let p(x) ∈ Q(G′A′)[x]
be a polynomial such that p(g) = 0 and let d = deg(p). By assumption,M |= T , so
in particular, (K,GA, (γδ)γ∈Γ,δ∈∆) satisfies the Mann axioms for Γ∆. Therefore,
we may apply Lemma 5.12 in [6] to conclude that gd ∈ G′A′. Thus, there are
h ∈ G′, a ∈ A′ such that gd = ha, so a = h−1gd. Since G ∩A = {1}, we must have
a = 1, so gd = h. By purity of G′ in G (condition (2) in Definition 3.8), there is
g′ ∈ G′ such that gd = h = (g′)d. Since M |= T , in particular, Gtor = Γtor; thus,
there is γ ∈ Γ such that g = g′γ. Since condition (2) of Definition 3.8 gives us that
Γ ⊆ G′, we have g ∈ G′.
The proof that A ∩ K ′ = A′ is similar, using condition (3) in Definition 3.8.
Note that if ad = (a′)d for a′, a ∈ A, we automatically have a = a′. This is because
A ⊆ K>0 and K is a real closed field.
Now suppose (K ′, G′, A′) satisfies conditions (1)-(4) in Definition 3.8. Since
(K ′, G′, A′) satisfies conditions (1)-(4), (K ′, G′, A′) is a substructure of (K,G,A).
Therefore, (K ′) ∩ A = A′; moreover, since A′ ⊆ (K ′)>0, (K ′)>0 ∩A = A′.
Suppose that in addition, (K ′, G′, A′) satisfies condition (5) in Definition 3.8. We
want to show that K ′ is closed under λ; that is, we want to show that λ((K ′)>0) =
K ′ ∩ A = A′. Let k ∈ (K ′)>0. By condition (5) in Definition 3.8, there is a′ ∈ A′
such that a′ ≤ k < a′ε. By definition of λ, we have λ(k) = a′, so λ(k) ∈ A′.
Conversely, let a′ ∈ A′. We must have λ(a′) = a′ by definition of λ, so it is clear
that A′ ⊆ λ((K ′)>0). Therefore, K ′ is closed under λ.
Conversely, suppose that in addition to (K ′, G′, A′) satisfying conditions (1)-(4)
in Definition 3.8, K ′ is closed under λ. Let k′ ∈ (K ′)>0. Since we assume K ′ is
closed under λ, we have λ((K ′)>0) = (K ′)>0 ∩ A = A′. Therefore, λ(k′) ∈ A′, so
λ(k′) is an element of A′ such that λ(k′) ≤ k′ < λ(k′)ε. Thus, condition (5) of
Definition 3.8 is fulfilled. 
Note that if (K ′, G′, A′) is an Lor(P, V )-structure satisfying conditions (1) and
(5) in Definition 3.8, then A′ is pure in A. However, in practice, to show that an
Lor(P, V )-structure (K ′, G′, A′) is in Sub(K,G,A), we will first check conditions
(1)-(4) to show that (K ′, G′, A′) is a substructure of (K,G,A), then show that K ′
is closed under λ.
We will now state two facts about freeness that we will use later on. Both are
surely known, but we include proofs for the reader’s convenience.
Lemma 3.10. Let K ′ be a subfield of K, G′ a subgroup of G, and A′ a subgroup of
A such that G′A′ ⊆ K ′(i) and K ′(i) and Q(GA) are free over Q(G′A′). Let E be a
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subset of G or of A, and let X ⊆ K be a subset which is algebraically independent
over K ′(GA). Then K ′(Re(E), X)rc(i) and Q(GA) are free over Q(G′A′, E).
Proof. Since K ′(i) and Q(GA) are free over Q(G′A′), we have G′ ⊆ K ′(i) and
A′ ⊆ K ′. If E ⊆ G, then for any z ∈ E, we have Re(z) = z
2+1
2z since G ⊆ S
1(K).
Thus, Re(E) ⊆ Q(E). If E ⊆ A, then Re(E) = E since A ⊆ K. Therefore, in both
cases, we have Re(E) ⊆ Q(E).
The conclusion of the lemma follows from the fact that Re(E) ⊆ Q(E), together
with Fact 2.1 and Fact 2.2.

Corollary 3.11. Let G′ be a subgroup of G and A′ a subgroup of A. Let k be
a subfield of K such that k ⊆ Q(Re(G′A′)) and let X ⊆ K. Suppose that X is
algebraically independent over Q(GA). Then k(X)rc(i) and Q(GA) are free over
Q(G′A′).
Proof. First note that for g ∈ G′ and a ∈ A′, Re(ga) = (ga)
2+a2
2ga since G
′ ⊆ S1(K).
Therefore, Re(G′A′) ⊆ Q(G′A′). Since no (nonempty) subset of k(i) is algebraically
independent over Q(G′A′), k(i) and Q(GA) are free over Q(G′A′). Note that
k(GA) ⊆ Q(GA). Since we assume X is algebraically independent over Q(GA), X
is also algebraically independent over k(GA). Applying Lemma 3.10 with E = ∅,
we see that k(X)rc(i) and Q(GA) are free over Q(G′A′). 
Since ∅ is considered to be algebraically independent over any field, we will
sometimes apply Lemma 3.10 and Corollary 3.11 with X = ∅.
4. Proof of Theorem B
In this section we establish Theorem B. In fact, we prove the following slightly
more general result.
Theorem 4.1. Let (K,G,A, (γ)γ∈Γ, (δ)δ∈∆) and (L,H,B, (γ)γ∈Γ, (δ)δ∈∆) be two
models of T . Then they are elementarily equivalent if and only if [p]G = [p]H for
all primes p, and for all γ ∈ Γ and all n > 0:
γ is an nth power in G if and only if γ is an nth power in H.
First suppose (K,G,A, (γ)γ∈Γ, (δ)δ∈∆) ≡ (L,H,B, (γ)γ∈Γ, (δ)δ∈∆). The state-
ments “[p]G = n” and “γ is/is not an nth power in G” are first-order sentences
in our language. We can also express the statement “[p]G = ∞” using first-order
sentences in our language. Thus, the “only if” direction of the theorem statement
is clear.
We now prove the other direction of Theorem 4.1. Fix two models
M := (K,G,A, (γ)γ∈Γ, (δ)δ∈∆) and N := (L,H,B, (γ)γ∈Γ, (δ)δ∈∆)
of T such that [p]G = [p]H for all primes p, and for all γ ∈ Γ and all n > 0:
γ is an nth power in G if and only if γ is an nth power in H.
We want to prove that M ≡ N . We may assume that M,N are κ-saturated for
some infinite κ > |Γ∆|. Let I be the collection of isomorphisms between members
of Sub(K,G,A) and Sub(L,H,B) that fix ∆ and Γ pointwise. We will show that
I is a nonempty back-and-forth system, which will give us that M≡ N .
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4.1. I is nonempty. To see that I is nonempty, let
K ′ = Q(Re(Γ∆))rc, G′ = {g ∈ G : gn ∈ Γ for some n > 0}, A′ = ∆
and let
L′ = Q(Re(Γ∆))rc, H ′ = {h ∈ H : hn ∈ Γ for some n > 0}, B′ = ∆.
We must first check that K ′ ⊆ K, G′ ⊆ (K ′)2, and A′ ⊆ K ′. It is clear that
K ′ ⊆ K. If g ∈ G′, then there is n > 0 such that gn ∈ Γ. Let z = gn, a = Re(z),
and b = Im(z). Since z ∈ Γ, a2+ b2 = 1, so it can be checked that z2− 2az+1 = 0.
Therefore, g is algebraic over Q(Re(Γ∆))rc, and so g ∈ K ′(i).
We now check that (K ′, G′, A′) ∈ Sub(K,G,A). By Lemma 3.5, A′ is pure in
A. We apply Corollary 3.11 with X = ∅ and k = Q(Re(Γ∆)) to get that K ′(i)
and Q(GA) are free over Q(G′A′). Now we must show that K ′ is closed under λ.
Since (K ′, G′, A′) satisfies conditions (1)-(4) of Definition 3.8, K ′ ∩ A = A′. By
Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.4, λ((K ′)>0) = ∆ = A′, so K ′ is closed under λ.
The proof that (L′, H ′, B′) ∈ Sub(L,H,B) is similar.
We now show that there is a function f : (K ′, G′, A′)→ (L′, H ′, B′) with f ∈ I.
To prove this, let f : K ′ → L′ be the obvious function extending the identity map
on Re(Γ∆). Let p1 be the set of Lor-formulas satisfied by elements of Re(Γ∆) inM,
and let p2 be the set of Lor-formulas satisfied by elements of Re(Γ∆) in N . Since
we assume that M and N satisfy the orientation axioms for Γ∆, we have p1 = p2.
Therefore, f is an ordered field isomorphism. Clearly, f(A′) = B′. Similarly, by
our assumption that γ is an nth power in G if and only if γ is an nth power in H ,
f(G′) = H ′. (Let g : K2 → L2 be the function defined by g(k1, k2) = (f(k1), f(k2)).
By f(G′), we mean g(G′).) Clearly f fixes Γ∆ pointwise.
Therefore, I is nonempty.
4.2. I is a back-and-forth system. Let (K ′, G′, A′) ∈ Sub(K,G,A) and (L′, H ′, B′) ∈
Sub(L,H,B). Let ι : (K ′, G′, A′) → (L′, H ′, B′) be in I, and let a ∈ K \K ′. We
have four cases:
(1) a ∈ A
(2) a ∈ Re(G) or a ∈ Im(G)
(3) a ∈ K ′(Re(GA) ∪ Im(GA))rc
(4) a ∈ K \K ′(Re(GA) ∪ Im(GA))rc
Case 1. a ∈ A.
Define sets Σ1, Σ2 of Lom(V,K ′)-formulas in the variable x by
Σ1 := {ι(k1) < x < ι(k2) : a ∈ (k1, k2), k1, k2 ∈ K
′},
Σ2 := {ι(a
′)xl ∈ B[m] : a′ ∈ A′, l ∈ Z,m > 0, a′al ∈ A[m]}.
Our first step is to find b ∈ B such that b satisfies Σ1 ∪ Σ2.
Since (K ′, G′, A′) ∈ Sub(K,G,A), A′ is pure in A. Therefore, [p]A′ ≤ [p]A for all
primes p. Moreover, since (K ′, G′, A′) ∈ Sub(K,G,A), ∆ ⊆ A′. Therefore, by the
last axiom in T , [p]A′ ≥ [p]A. So we have [p]A′ = [p]A for all primes p. Similarly,
we have [p]B′ = [p]B for all primes p. Since A and B are regularly discrete, we have
[p]A = [p]B = p for all primes p by Lemma 2.5. SinceM,N are κ-saturated (where
κ > |K ′|), (A,A′) and (B,B′) are κ-saturated. Therefore, we may apply Lemma
4.2.1 in [8]. Using this lemma, we fix h ∈ B such that for all a′ ∈ A′, m > 0, and
l ∈ Z,
a′al ∈ A[m] if and only if ι(a′)hl ∈ B[m].
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In order to prove that Σ1 ∪ Σ2 is satisfiable by an element of B, we show that
Σ1 ∪ Σ2 is finitely satisfiable by an element of B. For if we can show this, then
Σ1 ∪ Σ2 is satisfied by an element b ∈ B by κ-saturation of (L,H,B).
To prove that Σ1 ∪ Σ2 is finitely satisfiable by an element of B, it suffices to
show that for given k1, k2 ∈ K
′ such that k1 < a < k2, there exists β ∈ B such
that ι(k1) < β < ι(k2) and β satisfies Σ2. Thus, we fix k1, k2 ∈ K ′ such that
k1 < a < k2. We may assume that k1, k2 > 0 since a ∈ A ⊆ K>0.
Since K ′ is closed under λ and a /∈ A′, we have
k1 < λ(k1)ε < λ(k1)ε
2 < . . . < a < k2.
Therefore, the interval contains infinitely many elements of A′.
Since ι : (K ′, G′, A′)→ (L′, H ′, B′) is an isomorphism, the interval (ι(k1), ι(k2))
in L′ contains infinitely many elements of B′. Since h ∈ B, the interval I :=
(ι(k1)h
−1, ι(k2)h
−1) contains infinitely many elements of B.
Consider the set of Lor(V,B)-formulas
{x ∈ (ι(k1)h
−1, ι(k2)h
−1) ∧ ∃y ∈ B(x = yk) : k > 0}.
By κ-saturation, to find an element satisfying this set of formulas, it suffices to find
an element x ∈ I ∩
⋂s
i=1 B
[ni] for arbitrary n1, . . . , ns ≥ 1 and s ≥ 1. If we are
given n1, . . . , ns, let n = n1 . . . ns. Since there are infinitely many elements of B in
I, let b1, b2 be elements of I ∩B such that there are at least n elements of B in the
interval (b1, b2). Since B is assumed to be regularly discrete, there is η
′ ∈ B′ with
η′ ∈ (b1, b2) ∩B[n] by Lemma 2.5. Therefore, η′ ∈ I ∩
⋂s
i=1 B
[ni].
Let η ∈ I ∩
⋂
k≥1 B
[k]. In particular, η is divisible in B by all k ≥ 1. Let
β = hη1/n. Note that hnη ∈ (ι(k1), ι(k2)), so βn ∈ (ι(k1), ι(k2)).
It follows from our choice of β that for all a′ ∈ A′, l ∈ Z, and m > 0, we have
a′al ∈ A[m] if and only if ι(a′)βl ∈ B[m].
Therefore, ι(k1) < β < ι(k2) and β satisfies Σ2.
We now have b ∈ B such that N |= Σ1(b)∪Σ2(b). Since b satisfies the same cut
over K ′ that a does over L′, we have an Lor-isomorphism ι′ : K ′(a)rc → L′(b)rc
extending ι which takes a to b. Since b satisfies Σ2, we have ι
′(A′〈a〉A) = B′〈b〉B.
To check that ι′ ∈ I, we must check that
(K ′(a)rc, G′, A′〈a〉A) ∈ Sub(K,G,A).
In particular, we must show that (K ′(a)rc)(i) andQ(GA) are free overQ(G′A′〈a〉A).
By assumption, K ′(i) and Q(GA) are free over Q(G′A′). Therefore, we may apply
Lemma 3.10 with E = {a} and X = ∅ to get that K ′(a)rc(i) and Q(GA) are free
over Q(G′A′, a). Since Q(G′A′, a) ⊆ Q(G′A′〈a〉A), K ′(i) and Q(GA) are free over
Q(G′A′〈a〉A).
We now want to prove that K ′(a)rc is closed under λ. Since (K ′(a)rc, G′, A′〈a〉A)
is a substructure of (K,G,A), it suffices to prove that λ((K ′(a)rc)>0) = A′〈a〉A.
Since a ∈ A, in order to prove this, it suffices to prove that v(a) /∈ v(K ′) by the
Fundamental Lemma. Suppose for a contradiction that v(a) ∈ v(K ′). By the proof
of the Fundamental Lemma, if v(a) ∈ v(K ′), then a ∈ K ′. But by assumption,
a ∈ K \K ′, a contradiction. So we must have v(a) /∈ v(K ′).
The proof that (L′(b)rc, H ′, B′〈b〉B) ∈ Sub(L,H,B) is similar.
Case 2. Now suppose a ∈ Re(G). (The case where a ∈ Im(G) is similar.)
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Let A(1) := A′ and for j = 1, 2, . . ., let A(j+1) = λ((K ′(A(j), a)rc)>0). Let
A∞ :=
⋃∞
j=1 A
(j). Note that A(j) ⊆ A(j+1) for all j by definition. Moreover, for
each j,
∣∣A(j)∣∣ < κ since κ > |K ′|. Therefore, |A∞| < κ.
Let B(1) := B′. For j ≥ 1, we recursively define B(j) ⊆ B and an ordered
field isomorphism fj : K
′(A(j))rc → L′(B(j))rc such that fj ∈ I and fj(A(j)) =
B(j). In particular, we require that (K ′(A(j))rc, G′, A(j)) ∈ Sub(K,G,A) and
(L′(B(j))rc, H ′, B(j)) ∈ Sub(L,H,B) for all j. Note that K ′(A(1)) = K ′ and
L′(B(1)) = B′. Thus, we take f1 : K
′(A(1))rc → L′(B(1))rc to be ι. Now sup-
pose we have defined fj and B
(j) (j ≥ 1), and we want to define B(j+1) and fj+1.
Let Kj = K
′(A(j))rc and let Lj = L
′(B(j))rc. Since fj ∈ I, Kj is closed under
λ. Therefore, λ(K>0j ) = A
(j). To define B(j+1) and fj+1, we consider two cases:
(1) for all x ∈ (Kj(a)rc)>0, v(x) ∈ v(Kj), and (2) there is z ∈ (Kj(a)rc)>0 such
that v(z) /∈ v(Kj).
First assume that for all x ∈ (Kj(a)rc)>0, v(x) ∈ v(Kj). By Case 1 of the
Fundamental Lemma, A(j+1) = λ((Kj(a)
rc)>0) = A(j). So we take B(j+1) = B(j)
and fj+1 = fj .
Now suppose that there is z ∈ (Kj(a)rc)>0 such that v(z) /∈ v(Kj).
We show that in this case, A(j+1) = A(j)〈λ(f(a))〉A for some Lor(Kj)-definable
function f . Let f be an Lor(Kj)-definable function such that z = f(a). Then
by Case 2 of the Fundamental Lemma, we have λ((Kj(a)
rc)>0) = A(j)〈λ(f(a))〉A.
(Here we must use the assumption that λ(K>0j ) = A
(j).) But sinceKj = K
′(A(j))rc,
we have Kj(a)
rc = K ′(A(j), a)rc. Therefore,
A(j+1) = λ((K ′(A(j), a)rc)>0) = λ((Kj(a)
rc)>0) = A(j)〈λ(f(a))〉A.
By definition, Kj+1 = K
′(A(j+1))rc. Thus, by what we just proved, Kj+1 =
K ′(A(j)〈λ(f(a))〉A)rc. It can be shown that
K ′(A(j)〈λ(f(a))〉A)
rc = (K ′(A(j))(λ(f(a))))rc
so Kj+1 = Kj(λ(f(a)))
rc.
By our inductive assumption, fj : (Kj, G
′, A(j))→ (Lj, H ′, B(j)) is in I. More-
over, λ(f(a)) ∈ A and λ(f(a)) /∈ Kj. (Since v(f(a)) = v(λ(f(a)) and we assume
v(f(a)) /∈ v(Kj), we cannot have λ(f(a)) ∈ Kj .) Therefore, we may apply Case 1
of this theorem to find b ∈ B and an ordered field isomorphism
fj+1 : (Kj(λ(f(a)))
rc, G′, A(j)〈λ(f(a))〉A)→ (Lj(b)
rc, H ′, B(j)〈b〉B)
with fj+1 ∈ I taking λ(f(a)) to b. Thus, in this case, we take B(j+1) to be B(j)〈b〉B.
Note that fj+1 extends fj by construction.
This completes the recursive construction. Now define
f∞ :=
⋃
j≥1
fj , B
∞ :=
⋃
j≥1
B(j).
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We will now show that (K ′(A∞)rc, G′, A∞) ∈ Sub(K,G,A), (L′(B∞)rc, H ′, B∞) ∈
Sub(L,H,B), and f∞ ∈ I.
To show that (K ′(A∞)rc, G′, A∞) ∈ Sub(K,G,A), we first show that A∞ con-
tains ∆ and is pure in A. Since A′ ⊆ A∞ and A′ contains ∆ by assumption, A∞
also contains ∆. The pureness of A∞ follows easily from the pureness of A(N) for
each N .
We now check the freeness condition. By assumption, K ′(i) and Q(GA) are free
over Q(G′A′). By definition of A∞, we have A′ ⊆ A∞. Therefore, we may apply
Lemma 3.10 with E = A∞ and X = ∅ to show that K ′(A∞)rc(i) and Q(GA) are
free over Q(G′A∞).
We now want to check that K ′(A∞)rc is closed under λ. In particular, we
must show that λ((K ′(A∞)rc)>0) ⊆ A∞. Let x ∈ (K ′(A∞)rc)>0. Then x ∈
(K ′(A(N+1))rc for some N ∈ N. By construction, we have λ(x) ∈ A(N+2). There-
fore, λ(x) ∈ A∞.
The proof that (L′(B∞)rc, H ′, B∞) ∈ Sub(L,H,B) is similar, using the con-
struction of B∞. By construction, f∞ is an ordered field isomorphism between
K ′(A∞)rc and L′(B∞)rc taking A∞ to B∞. Since f∞ extends ι, it fixes Γ and ∆,
so f∞ ∈ I.
Our next step is to find ι′ ∈ I such that ι′ extends f∞ and a is in the domain
of ι′. Since a ∈ Re(G), let g ∈ G with a = Re(g). By assumption, G and H are
regularly dense oriented abelian groups and [p]G = [p]H for all primes p. Since
M,N |= T , we also have Gtor = G
′
tor and Htor = H
′
tor. Moreover, G
′ is pure in G
and H ′ is pure in H . Thus, we apply Lemma 2.8 to obtain η ∈ H and an oriented
group isomorphism j : G′〈g〉G → H ′〈η〉H taking g to η and extending f∞. (That
is, for (α, β) ∈ G′, j(α, β) = (f∞(α), f∞(β)).)
We now find h ∈ H such that h satisfies the set of Lor(L′, P )-formulas S1∪S2∪S3
in the variable x, where
S1 = {f∞(k1) < Re(x) < f∞(k2) : k1 < Re(g) < k2, k1, k2 ∈ K
′(A∞)rc},
S2 = {f∞(g
′)xl ∈ H [m] : g′gl ∈ G[m], g′ ∈ G′, l ∈ Z,m > 0},
S3 = {f∞(g
′)xl /∈ H [m] : g′gl /∈ G[m], g′ ∈ G′, l ∈ Z,m > 0}
In order to find an element of H satisfying S1∪S2∪S3, it suffices by κ-saturation
of N to show that every finite subset of S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3 is realized by an element of
H . As in Case 1, it suffices to find z ∈ H realizing a single formula from S1 such
that z also satisfies S2 and S3.
Thus, let k1, k2 ∈ K ′(A∞)rc be such that k1 < Re(g) < k2. We may assume
without loss of generality that k1, k2 ∈ [−1, 1]. Let y1, y2 ∈ K such that y1 =
(1 − (f∞(k1))2)1/2, y2 = (1 − (f∞(k2))2)1/2. (In particular, y1, y2 > 0.) Let
z1 = (f∞(k1), y1) and let z2 = (f∞(k2), y2). Thus, y1, y2 are elements of L
′(B∞)rc
such that z1, z2 ∈ S1(L). Since k1 < k2, O(1, z2, z1) holds in M. Let
I = {z ∈ S1(L) :M |= O(z2η
−1, z, z1η
−1)}.
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That is, I is the ”interval” in S1(L) between z2η
−1 and z1η
−1.
We claim that there is z ∈
⋂∞
m=1H
[m] such that z ∈ I. By κ-saturation of N ,
it suffices to find z′ ∈ I with z′ ∈
⋂n
j=1H
[mj ] for arbitrary m1, . . . ,mn ≥ 1, n ≥ 1.
If we are given m1, . . . ,mn, let m = m1 . . .mn. By regular density of H in S
1(L),
there is z′ ∈ H [m] such that z′ ∈ I. Since m = m1 . . .mn, we also have z ∈ H [mj]
for 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Thus, let z be an element of I with z ∈
⋂∞
m=1H
[m]. By definition of I,
N |= O(z2, zη, z1). In particular, f∞(k1) < Re(zη) < f∞(k2) holds.
We now show that for all g′ ∈ G′, l ∈ Z, m > 0 such that g′gl ∈ G[m], we
have f∞(g
′)(zη)l ∈ H [m]. By our choice of z, we have z ∈ H [m], so we also have
zl ∈ H [m]. Since j is an oriented group isomorphism extending f∞ and taking g to
η, we have f∞(g
′)ηl ∈ H [m]. Therefore, f∞(g′)(zη)l ∈ H [m].
We must also show that for all g′ ∈ G′, l ∈ Z, m > 0 such that g′gl /∈ G[m], we
have f∞(g
′)(zη)l /∈ H [m]. Suppose f∞(g′)(zη)l ∈ H [m]. By our choice of z, we have
z−l ∈ H [m]. Therefore, f∞(g
′)ηl ∈ H [m]. Since j is an oriented group isomorphism
extending f∞ and taking g to η, we have g
′gl ∈ G[m].
So zη satisfies every formula in S2 and S3, as well as the formula f∞(k1) <
Re(zη) < f∞(k2) for our given k1, k2.
By κ-saturation of N , we have h ∈ H such that h satisfies S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3. Since
Re(h) satisfies the same cut over L′(B∞) that a does over K ′(A∞), we can extend
f∞ to an ordered field isomorphism ι
′ : K ′(A∞, a)rc → L′(B∞,Re(h))rc taking a
to Re(h). Moreover, since ι′ is an ordered field isomorphism, ι′(g) = h. Thus, we
have ι′(G′〈g〉G) = H ′〈h〉H by our choice of h. Since ι′ extends f∞, we also have
ι′(A∞) = B∞.
We now show that (K ′(A∞, a)rc, G′〈g〉G, A∞) ∈ Sub(K,G,A). We first check
the freeness condition. As proved above, K ′(A∞)rc and Q(GA) are free over
Q(G′A∞). Therefore, we apply Lemma 3.10 with E = {g} and X = ∅ to get
that K ′(A∞, a)rc(i) and Q(GA) are free over Q(G′A∞, g). Since Q(G′A∞, g) ⊆
Q(G′〈g〉GA∞), we see that K ′(A∞, a)rc(i) and Q(GA) are free over Q(G′〈g〉GA∞).
Next, we want to show that λ((K ′(A∞, a)rc)>0) = A∞. Let x ∈ (K ′(A∞, a)rc)>0.
Then x = σ(k, c, a) for some Lor-definable function σ, some tuple k of elements of
elements of K ′, and some tuple c of elements of A∞. Since c is a tuple of elements
from A∞, we must have c ⊆ A(j) for some j ≥ 1. We have λ(σ(k, c, a)) ∈ A(j+1)
by definition of A(j+1), so λ(x) ∈ A∞.
Let b = Re(h). The proof that (L′(B∞, b)rc, H ′〈h〉H , B
∞) ∈ Sub(L,H,B) is
mostly similar to the proof that (K ′(A∞, a)rc, G′〈g〉G, A∞) ∈ Sub(K,G,A). We
only need to show that L′(B∞, b)rc is closed under λ.
Let σ(ℓ, d, b) ∈ (L′(B∞, b)rc)>0, where σ is an Lor-definable function, ℓ is a
tuple of elements from L′, and d is a tuple of elements from B∞. Let y =
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λ(σ((ι′)−1(ℓ), (ι′)−1(d), a)), so that y ∈ A∞. By definition of λ,
y ≤ σ((ι′)−1(ℓ), (ι′)−1(d), a) ≤ εy.
Since ι′ is an isomorphism taking a to b and fixing ∆, ι′(y) ≤ σ(ℓ, d, b) ≤ ει′(y).
Therefore, λ(x) = ι′(y). Since ι′(A∞) = B∞, we have λ(x) ∈ B∞. Therefore,
L′(B∞, b)rc is closed under λ.
Therefore, ι′ is an element of I extending ι with a in its domain.
Case 3. Suppose a ∈ K ′(Re(GA) ∪ Im(GA))rc.
Since a ∈ K ′(Re(GA) ∪ Im(GA))rc, there are tuples x = (x1, . . . , xn) and
y = (y1, . . . , ym) of elements of G, tuples e = (e1, . . . , en) and c = (c1, . . . , cm)
of elements of A, and an Lor(K ′)-definable function σ such that
a = σ(Re(x1)e1, . . . ,Re(xn)en, Im(y1)c1, . . . , Im(ym)cm)
By using Case 1 repeatedly, we find tuples b = (b1, . . . , bn) and d = (d1, . . . , dm) of
elements of B and an isomorphism
ι′ : (K ′(e, c)rc, G′, A′〈e, c〉A)→ (L
′(b, d)rc, H ′, B′〈b, d〉B)
extending ι with ι′ ∈ I.
Now let K ′′ := K ′(e, c)rc and L′′ := L′(b, d)rc. By using Case 2 repeatedly, we
find w1, . . . , wn, z1, . . . , zm ∈ H , A′′ ⊆ A, B′′ ⊆ B, and an isomorphism
ι′′ : (K ′′(A′′,Re(x), Im(y))rc, G′〈x, y〉G, A
′′)→ (L′′(B′′,Re(w), Im(z))rc, H ′〈w, z〉H , B
′′)
extending ι′ with ι′′ ∈ I. In particular, A′〈e, c〉A ⊆ A′′ and B′〈b, d〉B ⊆ B′′. Note
that a is in the domain of ι′′. Thus, ι′′ ∈ I extends ι and has a in its domain.
Case 4. Suppose a ∈ K \K ′(Re(GA) ∪ Im(GA))rc.
As in Case 2 above, we first extend ι to an isomorphism
f∞ : (K
′(A∞)rc, G′, A∞)→ (L′(B∞)rc, H ′, B∞)
where A∞, B∞, f∞ are defined as in Case 2.
Next, we want to find b ∈ L \ L′(Re(HB) ∪ Im(HB))rc such that b realizes the
same cut over L′(B∞)rc that a does over K ′(A∞)rc. We will then extend f∞ to an
element of I that maps a to b.
Let Φ1 be the collection of formulas of the form
¬(∃h = (h1, . . . , hn) ∈ H
n∃b = (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ B
n[x = f(p1(h1b1), . . . , pn(hnbn))])
where f is a Lor(L′)-definable function from Ln to L and each pj is either Re or
Im. Thus, if ϕ is a formula in Φ1 of the above form, there is an Lor(L
′)-definable
function fϕ : (HB)
n → L such that
fϕ(h1b1, . . . , hnbn) = f(p1(h1b1), . . . , pn(hnbn))
for all h1, . . . , hn ∈ H and b1, . . . , bn ∈ B. Let Φ2 be the collection of formulas
Φ2 := {f∞(k1) < x < f∞(k2) : k1, k2 ∈ K
′(A∞)rc, k1 < a < k2}.
If we have finitely many formulas ϕ1, . . . , ϕk in Φ1, there are s1, . . . , sk ∈ N and
functions fϕ1 , . . . , fϕk such that for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, fϕj : (HB)
sj → L is a
Lor(L′)-definable function. We can assume that there is m ∈ N such that each fϕj
is a function from (HB)m to L. By Lemma 3.7, the set L\
⋃k
j=1 fj(HB)
m) is dense
in L. Therefore, given a finite subset of formulas Φ′ ⊆ Φ1 ∪ Φ2, we can find x ∈ L
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satisfying Φ′.
By κ-saturation of N , there is b that satisfies all formulas in Φ1 ∪ Φ2. This
b lies in L \ L′(Re(HB) ∪ Im(HB))rc and realizes the same cut over L′(B∞)rc
that a does over K ′(A∞)rc. Therefore, there is an ordered field isomorphism
ι′ : K ′(A∞, a)rc → L′(B∞, b)rc extending f∞.
We check that (K ′(A∞, a)rc, G′, A∞) ∈ Sub(K,G,A). In particular, we must
show that K ′(A∞, a)rc(i) and Q(GA) are free over Q(G′A∞). First note that since
K ′(Re(GA))rc(i) is algebraically closed and a ∈ K \K ′(Re(GA))rc, a must be al-
gebraically independent over K ′(Re(GA))rc(i). Since K ′(GA) ⊆ K ′(Re(GA))rc(i),
a is also algebraically independent over K ′(GA). By construction, K ′(A∞)rc and
Q(GA) are free over Q(G′A∞). Therefore, we may apply Lemma 3.10 with E = ∅
and X = {a} to get that K ′(A∞, a)rc(i) and Q(GA) are free over Q(G′A∞). We
must also show that K ′(A∞, a)rc is closed under λ. But this follows by definition
of A∞ as in Case 2.
This completes the proof that I is a back-and-forth system.
5. Proof of Theorem A
In this section we will give a proof of Theorem A. We start by introducing
the notion of a special formula and show that T has quantifier-elimination up to
boolean combinations of these formulas. Note that T is not complete and makes
no assumptions on the cardinality of [p]G in a model of (K,G,A, (γ)γ∈Γ, (δ)δ∈∆)
of T . Adding the requirement that [p]G is finite for each prime p, we will establish
the following stronger theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Let M := (K,G,A, (γ)γ∈Γ, (δ)δ∈∆) be a model of T such that [p]G
is finite for each prime p. Then every subset of Km definable in M is a boolean
combination of subsets of Km defined in M by formulas of the form
∃y∃z(V (y) ∧ P (z) ∧ φ(x, y, z))
where φ(x, y, z) is a quantifier free Lor(K)-formula.
By [1, Proposition 1.1] every finite rank subgroup of S1(R) satisfies the assump-
tions of Theorem 5.1. The first part of Theorem A follows easily from this theorem.
5.1. Special formulas and types. A special Lor(P, V,Γ,∆)-formula in x (where
x is a tuple of variables) with parameters from S is a formula ψ(x) of the form
∃y∃z(V (y) ∧ P (z) ∧ θ1V (y) ∧ θ
2
P (z) ∧ φ(x, y, z))
where y is a tuple of variables, z is a tuple of pairs of variables, θ1(y) is an Lom(∆)-
formula, θ2(z) is an element of Σorm(Γ) (as defined in Section 2.6), θ
1
V (y) is the
V -restriction of θ1(y) (recursively defined as on page 10 of [8], with U replaced by
V ), θ2P (z) is the P -restriction of θ
2(z), and φ(x, y, z) is an Lor(Γ,∆, S)-formula. If
y = (y1, . . . , yn) and z = ((z11, z12), . . . , (zm1, zm2)), then V (y) is an abbreviation
for V (y1)∧. . .∧V (yn) and P (z) is an abbreviation for P (z11, z12)∧. . .∧P (zm1, zm2).
By a special formula (in x), we mean a special Lor(P, V,Γ,∆)-formula in x with
parameters from ∅.
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Now let M := (K,G,A, (γ)γ∈Γ, (δ)δ∈∆) be a model of T . Let Y,C ⊆ K. The
special type of Y over C, denoted sptpM(Y |C), is the set of special formulas with
parameters from C satisfied by Y in M.
The following fact is Fact 1 in [6], translated to fit our situation.
Fact 5.2. Let B be the Boolean algebra of T -equivalence classes of Lor(P, V,Γ,∆)-
formulas in the variables x = (x1, . . . , xm). For an Lor(P, V,Γ,∆)-formula φ(x),
let φ(x)/T denote its T -equivalence class. Let Ψ ⊆ B denote the set of (cosets of)
special Lor(P, V,Γ,∆)-formulas in x. For an Lor(P, V,Γ,∆)-type p(x) containing
T , let [p(x)] = {φ(x)/T : φ(x) ∈ p(x)}. Suppose that for any p1, p2 ∈ Sx(T ),
if [p1(x)] ∩Ψ = [p2(x)] ∩Ψ, then [p1(x)] = [p2(x)].
Then Ψ generates B as a Boolean algebra.
Next we fix some notation that we will use in the rest of the paper. Let L
be a language and let A be an L-structure. Whenever C, Y ⊆ A, tpA(Y |C) will
denote the L(C)-type of Y . For a sublanguage L′ of L, tpAL′(Y |C) will denote the
L′(C)-type of Y .
Let B be another L-structure and fix an injective function f : C → B. We define
f(tpAL′(Y |C)) by
f(tpAL′(Y |C)) = {φ(x, f(c)) : φ(x, z) an L
′-formula, c ∈ C|y|, φ(x, c) ∈ tpAL′(Y |C)}.
If A is an Lor(P, V,Γ,∆)-structure, then we define f(sptpA(Y |C)) by
f(sptpA(Y |C)) = {φ(x, f(c)) : φ(x, z) a special formula, c ∈ C|y|, φ(x, c) ∈ sptpA(Y |C)}.
5.2. Quantifier elimination up to special formulas. In this section, we prove
that T eliminates quantifiers up to special formulas.
Lemma 5.3. Each Lor(P, V,Γ,∆)-formula ψ(x) is equivalent in T to a Boolean
combination of special Lor(P, V,Γ,∆)-formulas in x.
Proof. Let κ > |Γ∆| and let
M := (K,G,A, (γ)γ∈Γ, (δ)δ∈∆),N := (L,H,B, (γ)γ∈Γ, (δ)δ∈∆)
be κ-saturated models of T . Let α := (α1, . . . , αm) ∈ Km and β := (β1, . . . , βm) ∈
Lm satisfy (inM and N respectively) the same special formulas in x. By Fact 5.2,
to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that tpM(α) = tpN (β). First note that
the formulas expressing [p]G and [p]H (p prime) are special formulas. Therefore,
[p]G = [p]H . Since M,N |= T , A and B are regularly discrete. Therefore, for each
prime p, [p]A = p by Lemma 2.5. Moreover, the formula expressing ”γ is an nth
power in G” is a special formula. Therefore, γ is an nth power in G if and only if γ
is an nth power in H for all γ ∈ Γ. Therefore, we have a back-and-forth system I
betweenM and N as constructed in Theorem 4.1. To show that tpM(α) = tpN (β),
we will find ι ∈ I such that each αj is in the domain of ι and ι(αj) = βj for each
j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
Throughout, let α := (α1, . . . , αm) and let β := (β1, . . . , βm). Let F = Q(Re(Γ∆)).
Let Q(GA)(α) have transcendence degree r over Q(GA). We may assume that
{α1, . . . , αr} is a subset of {α1, . . . , αm} that is maximal with respect to being al-
gebraically independent over Q(GA). Thus, we have a tuple g of elements of G,
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a tuple a of elements of A, and Lor-definable functions σr+1, . . . , σm such that for
each j ∈ {r + 1, . . . ,m},
σj(g, a, α1, . . . , αr) = αj .
By a similar argument as in Theorem 3.8 of [6], using the fact that α and β satisfy
the same special formulas, {β1, . . . , βr} is algebraically independent over Q(HB).
We first define A∞ ⊆ A in a similar way as in Case 2 of this theorem. That is,
let A(1) = ∆ and for j ≥ 1, define Kj = F (A(j))rc and
A(j+1) = λ(Kj(α, g, a)
rc).
Let A∞ =
⋃
j≥1 A
(j). Note that since κ > |Γ∆|, we have |A∞| < κ. Let |A∞| = ρ.
Consider sptpM(g,A∞|α) as a set of Lor(P, V,Γ,∆)-formulas in the variables (xη :
η < ρ). We will show that sptpM(g,A∞|α) is finitely satisfiable in N when each
αj is replaced by the corresponding βj . Let µ : {α1, . . . , αm} → {β1, . . . , βm} be
the function defined by µ(αi) = βi for each i. Suppose φ1(c, g, α), . . . , φn(c, g, α)
are formulas in sptpM(g,A∞|α), where φ1, . . . , φn are Lor(P, V,Γ,∆)-formulas and
c is a tuple of elements of A∞. Then
φ(α) := ∃y ∈ V ∃z ∈ P (φ1(y, z, α) ∧ . . . ∧ φn(y, z, α))
is equivalent to a special formula ψ(α) in sptpM(α). By our assumption that
sptpM(α) = sptpN (β), we have ψ(β) ∈ sptpN (β). By κ-saturation of N , there is a
subsetB∞ of elements ofB and tuple h of elements ofH such that µ(sptpM(g,A∞|α)) ⊆
sptpN (h,B∞|β). In particular,
µ(tpMLor (g,A
∞|α)) = tpNLor (h,B
∞|β). (∗)
Let G denote the Lorm-structure with universe G, with the orientation and multi-
plication on G interpreted as in Section 2.6. Let H denote the Lorm-structure with
universe H , again with orientation and multiplication interpreted as in Section 2.6.
Since µ(sptpM(g,A∞|α)) ⊆ sptpN (h,B∞|β), we also have
tpG(g) = tpH(h). (∗∗)
Note that each equation σj(c, g
′, α1, . . . , αr) = αj (for j ∈ {r + 1, . . . ,m} and
tuples c of elements from A∞ and g′ of elements from G) corresponds to a special
formula in sptpM(g,A∞/α). Therefore, for j ∈ {r + 1, . . . ,m}, we also have
σj(d, h
′, β1, . . . , βr) = βj
for some tuples d of elements from A∞ and h′ of elements from h.
Let
K ′ = F (α, g, A∞)rc, G′ = Γ〈g〉G, A
′ = A∞,
L′ = F (β, h,B∞)rc, H ′ = Γ〈h〉H , B
′ = B∞.
By (∗), we have an ordered field isomorphism ι : K ′ → L′ which takes g to h, A∞
to B∞, and α to β. We claim that ι ∈ I. By construction, ι(A∞) = B∞. We now
want to show that ι(G′) = H ′. To do this, it suffices to show that for all γ ∈ Γ,
p1, . . . , pk ∈ Z, and n > 0,
γgp11 . . . g
pk
k ∈ G
[n] if and only if γhp11 . . . h
pk
k ∈ H
[n].
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But this follows from (∗∗).
We now show that (K ′, G′, A′) ∈ Sub(K,G,A) and (L′, H ′, B′) ∈ Sub(L,H,B).
In particular, we must show that K ′(i) and Q(GA) are free over Q(G′A′). Let
k = F (Re(g), A∞) and let X = {α1, . . . , αr}. Note that k ⊆ Q(Re(G
′A′)). By our
choice of X , X is algebraically independent over Q(GA). Therefore, we may apply
Corollary 3.11 to get that K ′(i) and Q(GA) are free over Q(G′A′). The fact that
K ′ is closed under λ follows by definition of K ′. Next we must check that L′(i)
and Q(HB) are free over Q(H ′B′). Let Y = {β1, . . . , βr}. As stated previously,
Y is algebraically independent over Q(HB). Therefore, a similar proof as before
shows that L′(i) and Q(HB) are free overQ(H ′B′). Lastly, we must check that L′ is
closed under λ. Since ι(A∞) = B∞, we have y = σ(β1, . . . , βr, h, ι(c)) for some Lor-
definable function σ and tuple c of elements from A∞. Consider x := λ(σ(α, g, c)).
Then
x ≤ σ(α1, . . . , αr, g, c) < εx.
Since ι is an ordered field isomorphism which takes g to h and takes αi to βi for
i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, we have
ι(x) ≤ σ(β1, . . . , βr, h, ι(c)) < ει(x).
Therefore, ι(x) = λ(y). Since ι(x) ∈ B∞, we have λ(y) ∈ B∞.
Therefore, ι ∈ I, α1, . . . , αm are in the domain of I, and ι(αj) = βj for each j.
This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
5.3. Quantifier elimination lemmas. In this section, we prove some further
quantifier elimination lemmas necessary for the proof of Theorem 5.1. To be pre-
cise, we establish a quantifier elimination results for regularly dense oriented abelian
groups, and recall another quantifier elimination result for regularly discrete abelian
groups. The main tool for the first result is Lemma 2.8 (see also Section 8 of [8]).
In the following two lemmas, let L1 be the language of oriented monoids together
with constants from an infinite multiplicative subgroup Γ ⊆ S1. That is, L1 =
{O, ·, 1, (γ)γ∈Γ}, where O is a ternary predicate. Fix a function e from the set of
prime numbers to N. Let L2 = L1 ∪ {En : n > 0}, where each En is a unary
predicate with defining axiom
σn := ∀z(En(z)↔ ∃y(z = y
n)).
Lemma 5.4. Let T1(e) be the theory of regularly dense oriented abelian groups G
containing Γ as a subgroup such that [p]G = pe(p) for all primes p and Gtor = Γtor.
Let T2 = {σn : n > 0}. Then the L2-theory Σ(e) := T1(e) ∪ T2 admits quantifier
elimination.
Proof. Let G,H be L2-structures such that G,H |= Σ(e) and H is κ+-saturated
for some κ ≥ |G|. Let G′ be a proper L2-substructure of G and let f : G′ → H
be an embedding. Let g ∈ G \ G′, and let H ′ be the substructure of H with
H ′ = f(G′). We will find h ∈ H \H ′ such that f extends to an L2-isomorphism
f ′ : G′〈g〉G → H ′〈h〉H .
Note that by definition of Σ(e), we have [p]G = [p]H for all primes p. Since
G′ ⊆ G, we also have Γtor ⊆ G
′
tor ⊆ Gtor = Γtor. Therefore, G
′
tor = Gtor. Similarly,
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H ′tor = Htor. If g
′ ∈ G′ has an nth root in G, then G |= En(g′). Since G′ ⊆ G, we
also have G′ |= En(g′), so G′ is pure in G. Likewise, H ′ is pure in H .
By Lemma 2.8, there is h ∈ H such that there is an oriented group isomorphism
f ′ : G′〈g〉G → H
′〈h〉H extending f and taking g to h. Note that since f
′ extends
f , we have f ′(γ) = γ for all γ ∈ Γ. Therefore, f ′ is an L1-isomorphism between
G′〈g〉G and H ′〈h〉H . We now check that f ′ is an L2-isomorphism.
Suppose G′〈g〉G |= En(b) for some b ∈ G′〈g〉G. By definition of En, b = yn
for some y ∈ G′〈g〉G. Since f ′ is an oriented group isomorphism, we have f ′(b) =
(f ′(y))n. So H ′〈h〉H |= En(f ′(b)). Conversely, if H ′〈h〉H |= En(f ′(b)) for some
b ∈ G′〈g〉G, then G′〈g〉G |= En(b). Therefore, f ′ is an L2-isomorphism between
G′〈g〉G and H
′〈h〉H .
Since we have found an L2-isomorphism f ′ properly extending f , Σ has quantifier
elimination. 
Lemma 5.5. Let Φ be a set of L2-sentences that axiomatizes the class of abelian
groups. Every atomic L2-formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) is equivalent in Φ to a formula with
one of the following forms:
γkxk11 . . . x
kn
n = 1
O(γk1x
k1
1 . . . x
kn
n , γ
l
2y
l1
1 . . . y
lm
m , γ
p
3z
i1
1 . . . z
ip
p )
Ed(γ
kxk11 . . . x
kn
n )
where k1, . . . , kn, l1, . . . , lm, i1, . . . , ip ∈ Z, k, l, i are tuples of elements of Z, d is a
positive integer, and γ, γ1, γ2, γ3 are tuples of elements from Γ.
Proof. Since any L2-structure which models Φ is an abelian group, one can show
by induction on terms that in any model of Φ, every L2-term is equal to a term
of the form γkxk11 . . . x
kn
n . Thus, it is clear that every L2-atomic formula must be
equivalent in Φ to a formula with one of the above forms. 
We next recall some results for regularly discrete abelian groups. In the following
two lemmas, let L3 = {·, <, 1, ε}∪{Dn : n > 0}, where eachDn is a unary predicate.
For n > 0, let
τn := ∀x(Dn(x)↔ ∃y(x = y
n)).
Lemma 5.6. Let T3 be the L3-theory of regularly discrete abelian groups A with ε
the smallest element larger than 1, together with the set of sentences {τn : n > 0}.
Then T3 admits quantifier elimination.
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, for each n ≥ 1 and each a ∈ A, there is i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such
that aεi ∈ A[n]. Therefore, the theory T3 includes the sentence
∀a(Dn(aε) ∨ . . . ∨Dn(aε
n))
for each n ≥ 1. Since the theory of Z-groups admits quantifier elimination, T3
admits quantifier elimination. 
From this, the following lemma follows easily by a similar proof as Lemma 5.5.
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Lemma 5.7. Let Φ′ be a set of L3-sentences that axiomatizes the class of abelian
groups. Every L3-atomic formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) is equivalent in Φ′ to a formula
with one of the following forms:
δkxk11 . . . x
kn
n = 1
δkxk11 . . . x
kn
n < 1
Dd(δ
kxk11 . . . x
kn
n )
where k1, . . . , kn ∈ Z, k is a tuple of elements of Z, d > 0, and δ is a tuple of
elements from εZ.
5.4. Proof of Theorem 5.1. By Lemma 5.3, it suffices to show that subsets of
Km defined by special formulas have the desired form. Let
ψ(x) := ∃y∃z(V (y) ∧ P (z) ∧ θ1V (y) ∧ θ
2
P (z) ∧ φ(x, y, z))
be a special formula where y = (y1, . . . , yn) is a tuple of variables and
z = ((z11, z12), . . . , (zj1, zj2))
is a tuple of pairs of variables.
By Lemma 5.6 and Lemma 5.7, the set {a ∈ An : A |= θ1V (a)} is a Boolean
combination of subsets of An, each of which has one of the following forms:
{a ∈ An : δkak11 . . . a
kn
n = 1} or
{a ∈ An : δkak11 . . . a
kn
n < 1} or
{a ∈ An : δkak11 . . . a
kn
n ∈ A
[d]}
where k1, . . . , kn ∈ Z, δ ∈ ∆, k is a tuple of elements from Z, and d is a positive
integer. Since M |= T , [d]A is finite. Therefore, a set of the form
An \ {a ∈ An : δkak11 . . . a
kn
n ∈ A
[d]}
is equal to a finite union of sets of the form
{a ∈ An : δkak11 . . . a
kn
n ∈ a
′A[d]}
where a′ ∈ A. Therefore, ψ(x) is equivalent in M to a formula ψ′(x) with
ψ′(x) := ∃y′∃z(V (y′) ∧ P (z) ∧ θ2P (z) ∧ φ
′(x, y′, z))
where y′ is a tuple of variables (extending y) and φ′ is an Lor(A)-formula.
Now consider the subgroup G ⊆ S1(K). Since we assume [p]G is finite for
each prime p, there is a function e from the set of prime numbers to N such that
[p]G = pe(p) for each prime p. Let L1 and L2 be the languages defined before
Lemma 5.4, and let Σ(e) be the set of L2-sentences defined in Lemma 5.4. We
can make G into an L2-structure G such that G |= Σ(e) by taking O to be the
orientation on G inherited from S1(K). Now note that there is an L2-formula θ(z)
such that for all g ∈ G, M |= θ2P (g) if and only if G |= θ(g). By Lemma 5.4 and
Lemma 5.5, θ is equivalent in G to a Boolean combination of subsets of Gj , each of
which has one of the following forms:
γkxk11 . . . x
kn
n = 1 or
O(γk1x
k1
1 . . . x
kn
n , γ
k
2y
k1
1 . . . y
km
m , γ
k
3 z
i1
1 . . . z
ip
p ) or
Ed(γ
kxk11 . . . x
kn
n )
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where k1, . . . , kn, l1, . . . , lm, i1, . . . , ip ∈ Z, k, l, i are tuples of elements of Z, d is a
positive integer, and γ, γ1, γ2, γ3 are tuples of elements from Γ. Since we assume
[p]G is finite for each prime p, a set of the form
Gj \ {g ∈ Gj : γkgk11 . . . g
kn
n ∈ G
[d]}
is equal to a finite union of sets of the form
{g ∈ Gj : γkgk11 . . . g
kn
n ∈ g
′G[d]}
where g′ ∈ G. Therefore, there is an existential L1(G)-formula θ′(z) such that for
all g ∈ G, G |= θ(g) ↔ θ′(g). Therefore, ψ′(x) is equivalent in M to a formula
ψ′′(x) with
ψ′′(x) := ∃y′∃z′(V (y′) ∧ P (z′) ∧ φ′′(x, y′, z′))
where z′ is a tuple of pairs of variables extending z and φ′′ is an Lor(A,G)-formula.
Note that φ′′ may not be quantifier free; however, by quantifier elimination for
real closed fields, we can find a quantifier free Lor(K)-formula χ(x, y′, z′) such that
M |= ∀x(∃y′∃z′(V (y′ ∧P (z′)∧ φ′′(x, y′, z′))↔ ∃y′∃z′(V (y′)∧P (z′)∧χ(x, y′, z′))).
Therefore, ψ is equivalent in M to a formula of the desired form.
6. Definable open sets
In this section, we prove the statement about open definable sets in Theorem A.
Let Γ be a finite rank subgroup of S1 which is dense in S1 and let ∆ be as before.
Let L∗ = Lor(P, V ) and let L = Lor(V ). Let R∗ = (R,Γ,∆) and let R = (R,∆).
Using Corollary 3.1 from Boxall and Hieronymi [3], we will show that every open
set definable in R∗ is already definable in R. Throughout this section, “open” will
mean open in the usual order topology.
Let M∗ be a κ-saturated, strongly κ-homogeneous elementary extension of R∗
(where κ = |R|+) with M∗ = (M,G,A). Let M be the reduct of M∗ to L, so
that M = (M,A). Let N be the reduct of M to Lor. Let C be a countable subset
of M . Note A has a smallest element larger than 1 which we again denote by ε.
Moreover, since Γ∆ has the Mann property, GA also has the Mann property.
We need to fix some notation. For S ⊆M , denote Lor-definable closure of S in
M by dclMLor(S). By Pillay and Steinhorn [12], the closure operator dcl
M
Lor has the
exchange property. That is, for a, b ∈ M and S ⊆ M , if a ∈ dclMLor (S ∪ {b}) and
a /∈ dclMLor (S), then b ∈ dcl
M
Lor (S ∪ {a}).
Theorem 6.1. Every open set definable in (R,Γ,∆) is definable in (R,∆).
Proof. For n ≥ 1, let
Dn = {(a1, . . . , an) ∈M
n : {a1, . . . , an} is dcl
M
Lor -independent over G ∪ A ∪C}.
Since the topology on M is the order topology, Assumption (I) in [3] is satisfied.
To prove the theorem, we will apply Corollary 3.1 in [3]. To do this, we must also
check that for all n ≥ 1,
(1) Dn is dense in M
n;
(2) for every a ∈ Dn and every open set U ⊆ Mn, if tp
M(a|C) is realized in
U , then tpM(a|C) is realized in U ∩Dn;
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(3) for every a, b ∈ Dn, if b realizes tpM(a|C), then b realizes tpM
∗
(a|C).
(1): Let U := (c11, c12)× . . .× (cn1, cn2) be a basic open set in Mn. We want to
show that there exists a ∈Mn with a ∈ U ∩Dn.
Let S = G ∪ A ∪ C. We first find a1 ∈ M such that a1 ∈ (c11, c12) \ dcl
M
Lor (S).
We use κ-saturation of M to show that there is x ∈ M such that x ∈ (c11, c12) \
dclMLor(S).
Let f1, . . . , fl be Lor(C)-definable functions from M
2n to M . For each i, let
Xi := {fi(ga) : ga ∈ (GA)n}. By Lemma 3.7, the set M \
⋃l
i=1Xi is dense in M .
In particular, there is y ∈ (c11, c12) such that for all i and all tuples ga ∈ (GA)n,
y 6= fi(ga). By κ-saturation of M, there is a1 ∈M with a1 ∈ (c11, c12) \ dcl
M
Lor (S).
We now want to show that there is a2 ∈ M such that (a1, a2) ∈ (c11, c12) ×
(c21, c22) and (a1, a2) is dcl
M
Lor -independent over S. By the exchange property of
dclMLor , it is enough to find a2 ∈ (c21, c22) \ dcl
M
Lor (S ∪ {a1}). But such an a2 exists
by a similar proof as in the previous paragraph. Continuing in this way, we can
find a1, . . . , an ∈M such that (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Dn ∩ U .
(2): Let a ∈ Dn and U ⊆Mn, and suppose tp
M(a|C) is realized in U . Let d be
a realization of tpM(a|C) in U . We will show that every finite subset of tpM(a|C)
is realized in U ∩Dn. By κ-saturation of M, this suffices to prove that tpM(a|C)
is satisfied in U ∩Dn.
Let ϕ1(x), . . . , ϕn(x) ∈ tpM(a|C) (so ϕ1, . . . , ϕn are L(C)-formulas). By Corol-
lary 4.1.7 in Tychonievich [13], for each i, ϕi(x) is equivalent to a formula of the
form ∃y ∈ V miθi(y, x). where θi is an Lor(C)-formula. We claim that for each i,
the set
Ai := {x ∈M
n :M |= ∃y ∈ V miθi(y, x)}
has interior, and its interior contains d.
First note that since tpM(a|C) = tpM(d|C), we have d ∈ Ai. Fix α ∈ Ami
such that M |= θi(α, d), and let Bi(α) = {x ∈ M
n : M |= θi(α, x)}. Since N is
o-minimal, let D be a decomposition of Mn into cells which partitions Bi(α), and
let X be the cell in this decomposition which contains d. Using the notation of [4],
let X be an (i1, . . . , in)-cell. We will show that X is an open cell. Suppose not; then
for some j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we must have ij = 0. It can be shown that since Bi(α) is
definable by an Lor(A∪C)-formula, X is also definable by an Lor(A∪C)-formula.
Since ij = 0, there is an Lor(C)-definable function f and parameters β ∈ Al such
that f(β, d1, . . . , dj−1) = dj . Consider the L(C)-formula
∃y1 ∈ V . . . ∃yl ∈ V f(y1, . . . , yl, x1, . . . , xj−1) = xj .
This formula is in tpM(d|C), hence it is also in tpM(a|C). But then there are
parameters β′ ∈ Al such that f(β′, a1, . . . , aj−1) = aj . Therefore, aj ∈ dcl
M
Lor (S),
contradicting our assumption that a ∈ Dn. Therefore, X is an open cell containing
d, so d ∈ int(Ai).
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Now let V = U ∩(
⋂n
i=1 int(Ai)). Since V is a finite intersection of open sets, V is
open. Moreover, since d ∈ int(Ai) for each i and since d ∈ U , V is nonempty. Since
Dn is dense inM
n, there is b ∈M such that b ∈ V ∩Dn. Since b ∈ int(Ai) ⊆ Ai for
each i, we haveM |= ϕi(b) for each i. Therefore, tp
M(a|C) is finitely satisfiable in
U ∩Dn. By κ-saturation of M, it is satisfiable in U ∩Dn.
(3): Let a, b ∈ Dn and suppose that b satisfies tp
M(a|C). We want to show that
b satisfies tpM
∗
(a|C). Note that since M∗  (R,Γ,∆), we have M∗ |= T . Let I
denote the back-and-forth system constructed in Theorem 4.1 forM∗ andM∗. To
show that b satisfies tpM
∗
(a|C), it suffices to show that there is ι ∈ I such that ι
fixes C pointwise and ι(ai) = bi for all i. Let µ : {a1, . . . , an} → {b1, . . . , bn} be the
function defined by µ(ai) = bi for each i.
Note that since a, b ∈ Dn, {a1, . . . , an} and {b1, . . . , bn} are both algebraically
independent over Q(GA). We first construct A∞ ⊆ A as in Lemma 5.3. Let
p = tpM
∗
Lor
(A∞|a). By our assumption that tpM(a) = tpM(b), p is finitely satisfi-
able by elements of A in M∗. Thus, by κ-saturation of M∗, there is a subset B∞
of elements of A such that µ(tpM
∗
Lor
(A∞|a)) ⊆ tpM
∗
Lor
(B∞|b).
Let F = Q(Re(Γ∆)) and let
K ′ = F (a,A∞)rc, G′ = 〈Γ〉G, A
′ = A∞,
L′ = F (b, B∞)rc, H ′ = 〈Γ〉G, B
′ = B∞.
By construction, µ(tpM
∗
Lor
(A∞|a)) ⊆ tpM
∗
Lor
(B∞|b). So we have an ordered field iso-
morphism ι : K ′ → L′ which takes A∞ to B∞ and a to b. The fact that ι ∈ I
follows as in Lemma 5.3.
To finish the proof, we must show that if U ⊆ Rm is an open definable set
in R∗, then U is definable in R. Let U ⊆ Rm be an open definable set in R∗.
Then U is definable with finitely many parameters from R, say {α1, . . . , αn}. Let
α = (α1, . . . , αn) and let φ(y, x) be an L′-formula defining U , so that
U = {x ∈ Rm : R∗ |= φ(α, x)}.
Since R∗ M∗, the set V := {x ∈Mm :M∗ |= φ(α, x)} is open and definable (in
M∗) over the set {α1, . . . , αn}. By Corollary 3.1 in [3], V is definable in M over
{α1, . . . , αn}. Let ψ be an L-formula such that V = {x ∈ Mm : M |= ψ(α, x)}.
Now consider the definable set U ′ := {x ∈ Rm : R |= ψ(α, x)}. Since R  M and
R∗ M∗, we have U ′ = U . Therefore, U is definable in R. 
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